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Debris disks are dusty circumstellar disks analogous to our solar system’s Kuiper belt, asteroid 
belt, and zodiacal cloud [1]. The dust in these disks is produced by the destruction of comets, 
asteroids, and protoplanets. Understanding the composition of the material within these extrasolar 
systems may provide insight into the planet formation process. At visible and near-infrared (VNIR) 
wavelengths, dust within debris disks is detected via light from the host star scattered by these dust 
grains. As debris disks are typically too cold to produce key identifying silicate spectral features 
in thermal emission near 10 μm [2], scattered light in the VNIR wavelength range is important for 
making compositional determinations. To interpret scattered light observations of debris disks we 
need to model the light scattering properties of the constituent dust, which depend on grain com-
position, size, and structure. Often these models assume compact, spherical particles (e.g., [3]), 
although other grain shapes such as ellipsoids and distributed hollow spheres have been considered 
(e.g., [4]). We use the discrete dipole approximation method [5,6] to calculate scattering efficien-
cies for realistic grain shapes [6] and use these to model the optically thin disk AU Microscopii.   
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